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Term 1, Week 5 – Part 1
24th February 2020

Educational, Caring, Family Focused
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SUPPORT
GARDEN AND MOWING ROSTER

Thank you, to Jenna and Chris Wilson for
caring for our preschool garden and chickens
on the weekend.
The garden is a vital part of our learning
environment. The garden maintenance is an
ongoing commitment to valuing the
importance of young children learning, and
education & care.

Thank you to all the families who
have volunteered for the 2020 Lawn
Mowing and Garden Roster. If you
can help, we would sincerely
appreciate your time.
Term 1 2020
Wk5: 29th Feb/1st March - Emily and Jeremy Pengilley
Wk6: 7th/8th March – Katie Duncan
Wk7: 14th/15th March – A volunteer please
Wk8: 21st/22nd March – Krystal and Lee Kelly
Wk9: 28th/29th March – Kate Rutter
Wk10; 4th/5th April – Brooke and Andrew Stevenson
Return to Term 2
Weekend before we return to T2: 25th/26th April–Min Hamilton
Wk1: 2nd/3rd May – Sallie Nixon
Wk2: 9th/10th May - Krystal and Lee Kelly

Thank you for being an active part of our
preschool community. To all the families who
volunteer for our lawn mowing and garden
roster. Your time is honestly appreciated.

Quirindi Preschool Annual
General Meeting
AGM
AGM Date: Tuesday 17th March 2020
Time: 6pm
Venue: Quirindi Preschool
Our Executive Committee positions
include a: President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer.
Our General Committee includes
three general committee members.

Thank you We have two more
expressions of interest for our pending
2020 Management Committee…
A huge thank you and appreciation to all who have
expressed interest in supporting the leadership and
management component of our preschool.
A collaborative partnership between the
management committee and our educational team
keeps our vision and dreams for our beautiful and
educational preschool alive.
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Developing a sense of place
Understanding the insight of the hidden dimensions of
how behaviour, play and learning is regulated by the
language of time and the relationship of play-based
learning spaces.
Not underestimating the power of the learning
environment both inside and outside within our beautiful
preschool learning environment and the opportunity to
explore. and be involved within our local community and
other communities beyond.
Understanding the importance of children and adults
feeling respected, having a sense of belonging and
fostering their want to connect with others.
Valuing and supporting the children and our educational
team to explore, play, take on new challenges, feel
competent, have a voice, have fun and discover the
wonder of the world and learning.
Valuing and supporting our educational team and the
children to have the resources, the time and the
materials to enable them to collaborate work closely
together to learn to play and play to learn.

If you are interested in being involved in the committee the
general committee is a great place to start. If you would like
to know a little more information about being involved in the
management committee, please do not hesitate to ask Shaz
or Alison.

Reminders for good nutrition
▪ Hydrate regularly
▪ Eat close to the earth
▪ Fresh fruit and vegetables
▪ Eat regular, frequent meals that
include good protein and fibre.

From award-winning author Janeen
Brian and award-winning illustrator Ann
James, comes this gorgeous rhyming
picture book about a naughty little
dinosaur who loves to get dirty.

We rewrote the book five
cheeky little dinosaurs who
loved getting dirty!

The sandpit and beyond…
Discovering a world of Dinosaur Fossils in the world
deep in our sandpit - Since scientific research began on dinosaurs in the early
1800s, they were generally believed to be closely related to modern reptiles, such as
lizards. The word "dinosaur" itself, coined in 1842 by palaeontologist Richard Owen,
comes from the Greek for "fearsome lizard".

.

Simple games, role plays, movement, and
hands on learning, and challenges
collaboratively create varied learning
spaces support opportunities for
inspiring thinking skills, inquiring minds
and the enjoyment of learning.

Dress up and role
play of the
Aboriginal story
‘How the Birds got
their colours’.
We had such a great
time together role
playing the movie we
decided to film our
role play and made a
movie. Perfect! Sit
back, enjoy our wellearned lunch and
enjoy the movie.
Thank you, mums,
dads, nans and pops,
for packing our
lunches. Lunch was
delicious!

With the gratifying addition of the
recent rain, the puddles, green tinge
of the landscape and the freshness
in the air and our outdoor learning
environment is bursting with life,
bugs, insects and flowers. Our
garden is looking beautiful and is
such a pleasure to be able to share
with others – A perfect model to
express our thoughts and our
feelings. A calm, relaxed, take your
time, no rush and enjoy feeling!

At different times we hear the voices of competition; I won; me first;
that’s mine; I had it first or simply a silent facial pout, crossed arms and
back turned. We do need competition, and we do need teamwork. The
value, pleasure, fairness and the self-satisfaction of working together.
Teamwork interactions helps us to be strong, fair and respectful
competitors with a strong sense of self pride and achievement.

There is nothing quite like keeping our senses alive from the end of
our toes to the tips of our brain…expressing with words and
emotions what does the variety of mediums feel like underfoot.

There is nothing quite like the
smell of a delicious Jam Drop in
the making…and the joy of
observing and being a part of
working together to make a
tasty treat to share with others.

Eloura Nursing Home visiting today
Monday 24th for morning tea.

